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Fine-Grained Device Management in
an Interactive Media Server

Raju Rangaswami, Zoran Dimitrijevic, Edward Chang, and Shueng-Han Gary Chan

Abstract—The use of interactive media has already gained con-
siderable popularity. Interactivity gives viewers VCR controls like
slow-motion, pause, fast-forward, and instant replay. However,
traditional server-based or client-based approaches for supporting
interactivity either consume too much network bandwidth or
require large client buffering; and hence they are economically
unattractive. In this paper, we propose the architecture and
design of an interactive media proxy (IMP) server that transforms
noninteractive broadcast or multicast streams into interactive
ones for servicing a large number of end users. For IMP to work
cost-effectively, it must carefully manage its storage devices, which
are needed for caching voluminous media data. In this regard, we
propose a fine-grained device management strategy consisting of
three complementary components: disk profiler, data placement,
and IO scheduler. Through quantitative analysis and experiments,
we show that these fine-grained strategies considerably improve
device throughput under various workload scenarios.

Index Terms—Data placement, disk profiling, interactive, IO
scheduling, media server, streaming, video-on-demand.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE TO THE proliferation of video content, it has become
increasingly important to manage video data effectively

to facilitate efficient retrieval. On-demand interactive video
streaming for education or entertainment over the Internet
or broadband networks is becoming popular [1]–[4]. In true
video-on-demand(VoD), a video server allocates a dedicated
stream to each user so that the user can freely interact with the
video by means of VCR controls (such as pause, fast-forward,
and instant replay). But such a system becomes expensive in
both network and server bandwidth when tens of thousands of
concurrent users have to be accommodated. A more scalable
solution is to serve multiple requests for the same video with a
single broadcast or a few multicast streams [5]–[7].

Due to the nature of broadcast and multicast, however, end
users cannot interact with a TV program or a video using
VCR-like controls. We propose an interactive media proxy
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(IMP) server architecture which acts as a dual client/server
system to enable interactivity. As a client of broadcasters (or
multicasters), the IMP system reduces network traffic to support
interactivity. Additionally, it functions as a server by managing
streams to enable interactivity for a large number of end users.
With interactive capability, students in a virtual classroom or at
a library can watch a live lecture at their own pace. A hotel can
turn televised programs or movies into interactive ones in its
guest rooms. A cable service provider can provide interactive
video services to thousands of subscribers. We believe that the
IMP architecture is attractive because it not only solves the
scalability problem of the traditional server-based VoD model,
but also provides a cost-effective solution to user interactivity.

The IMP architecture faces challenging design issues. In ad-
dition to the high bandwidth and realtime IO requirements that
have been studied extensively [1], [8]–[11], it must deal with
requests for writes as well as reads, and adapt to the changing
ratio of write requests to read requests (defined as thewrite–read
ratio). We explore this aspect further with three application sce-
narios:

1) Local-area interactive system. A local-area interactive
system consists of a centralized bank of disk-array
servers that provide service to clients in a local area.
The local-area interactive system receives broadcast
(or multicast) signals and enables interactivity for its
clients. This model is clearly more economical than the
server-based VoD model in which each viewer, inter-
active or not, requires a dedicated wide-area network
channel. In addition, on the client side, no caching device
is required. For a local-area interactive service, there
are large numbers of interactive users and relatively few
broadcast/multicast channels.

2) @HOME interactive system. The @HOME interactive
system records broadcast programs on disk, and provides
interactive service simultaneously to multiple display
devices at home, in a classroom, or at a library. The
@HOME service can be configured to provide inter-
action capability for certain popular channels in order
to reduce cost. At the same time, it serves interactive
content to a few users at home. Thus, the number of reads
and writes are approximately equal and optimization for
both is important.

3) Video surveillance system. Video surveillance systems
are used in a wide variety of settings—shopping malls,
casinos, airports, banks, etc. These systems can be
made more effective if the surveillance team is provided
with the ability to timeshift the surveillance streams.
Typically, surveillance cameras are situated in numerous
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locations spanning the facility but are monitored by only
a few people at a time. Thus, most of the streams serviced
are recording (or write) requests.

In this paper, we propose the architecture and design of the
IMP system. The IMP system employs various fine-grained de-
vice management strategies to address the traditional require-
ments of high-bandwidth IO and realtime operation, as well as
varying write–read request distribution. Specifically, our fine-
grained approach makes two key contributions.

1) Device profiling. We implement Scsibench [12] to collect
detailed disk parameters, which are either not provided or
often provided inaccurately by disk vendors. Obtaining an
accurate and detailed disk profile enables IMP to manage
a device more effectively (discussed next).

2) Device management. Using the information obtained
from device profiling, we perform fine-grained device
management to improve the overall disk access efficiency
of the IMP system. Our device management scheme also
enables the IMP system to adapt to different write–read
request distributions throughdata organizationand thus
cater to a wide range of application scenarios. Our ana-
lytical study and experimental results suggest that such a
strategy can offer a significant performance improvement
over traditional systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe our device profiler which performs feature extrac-
tion to obtain various device parameters. Section III describes
our device management strategies. Section IV provides quan-
titative analysis. In Section V, we present a case-study using
three sample configurations of our IMP system and evaluate our
fine-grained device manager. In Section VI, we present related
research, and we make concluding remarks in Section VII.

II. DEVICE PROFILING

In this section, we present a SCSI disk profiling tool [12] that
extracts detailed disk parameters. This parameter profile is used
in performing fine-grained device management (Section III) in
the IMP system.

Fig. 1 depicts the general disk architecture. The main com-
ponents of a current-day disk drive are as follows: one or more
disk plattersor recording surfaces rotating on a sharedspindle,
a set ofread–write headsresiding on a shareddisk arm, disk
logic, cache memorywith embedded caching and replacement
logic, and theIO bus. Data is stored on the hard disk by logi-
cally organizing it into diskblocks(the unit of disk access). Typ-
ically, a block corresponds to a disksector. The set of sectors
that are on the same magnetic surface and at the same distance
from the central spindle form atrack. The set of tracks at the
same distance from the spindle form acylinder. To perform a
data-transfer, the disk arm must first move from its current posi-
tion to the destination cylinder. It must then wait for the desired
sector to rotate and reach the disk head before data-transfer can
commence. These constitute the disk seek and rotational delays
respectively. In Table I, we enumerate disk parameters along
with other parameters that are introduced later.

Traditional device management schemes often neglect some
of the above disk parameters. Disk abstractions such as SCSI

Fig. 1. Disk-drive internals.

Fig. 2. The Truncated Binary Tree (TBT) formation.

TABLE I
IMP SYSTEM PARAMETERS

or IDE interfaces hide low-level device characteristics from the
operating system and virtualize the access to the device in the
form of logical blocks. Such device abstraction makes the task
of tuning disk operation to match application requirements (and
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thus improve IO efficiency) difficult. Disk profiling is then nec-
essary in order to overcome the following three shortcomings of
traditional schemes.

1) Inaccurate Information. Some schemes can be inefficient
because they make worst-case (or average-case) assump-
tions about data-transfer rates and seek-and-rotational de-
lays.

2) Dynamic Information: Some are ineffective because they
are not aware of internal changes occurring within the de-
vice. For instance, a sequentially placed file can be subse-
quently broken into nonsequential segments due to sector
relocations.

3) Manufacturing Variance. We observe that even two disks
of the same model from the same vendor may exhibit dif-
ferent performance characteristics, and some data (such
as the locations of bad sectors) simply cannot be prede-
termined.

A. Disk Features

Let us now look at disk parameters which enable us to
overcome the shortcomings of traditional device management
schemes. In addition to disk seek times and rotational delay, we
are also interested in the following disk parameters:

• Per-zone data-transfer rate. On a modern disk, the amount
of data that can be stored on a track is proportional to
the length of the track. Outer tracks can store more data
and hence have higher data-transfer rates. A modern
disk is partitioned into zones, each comprising multiple
cylinders. The zones have different numbers of sectors per
track and hence different data-transfer rates. We extract
per-zone data-transfer rates to perform bit-rate matching
for video streams (Section III).

• Spare/bad sector locations. A disk allocates information
about spare sectors for relocating data when a good sector
is damaged. A file that was created as a sequential one
can be subsequently broken into nonsequential blocks by
sector re-mapping. We collect spare/bad sector locations
to determine if a logically sequential block of data is in-
deed sequentially placed on disk.

• Head switch and cylinder switch times. While accessing a
block residing on the next track or the next cylinder, the
disk arm needs to be repositioned. The head switch and
cylinder switch times must be accurately accounted for as
a part of the IO cost.

B. Feature Extraction

Our feature extraction tool runs on a Linux system in the
user mode, using the SCSI generic interface to the SCSI bus.
The SCSI library was implemented from scratch, complying
to the SCSI-2 standard [13]. We then developed methods to
extract a range of disk features that are of interest. We used
some of the strategies presented in similar studies [14]–[16]. All
the timing measurements are performed using an Intel Pentium
time-stamp-counter register, which provides high precision with
the overhead of only one register-read instruction.

We collect disk features in several steps. The first step is
to measure the rotational time of the disk. The second step is

TABLE II
SEAGATE ST39102LW DISK ZONE FEATURES

to obtain detailed logical-to-physical (cylinder, track, sector)
block mapping. The output of this operation is the zoning in-
formation, together with a list of all tracks that contain a large
number of spare or bad sectors. The zoning information of the
disk (Seagate ST39102LW) we tested is presented in Table II.

denotes the number of tracks in a given zone, and
denotes the transfer rate in MBps. The disk has 12 tracks per
cylinder. denotes the maximum transfer rate in MBps
of each zone calculated using rotational time and track size for
that zone. The difference between the transfer rates of outer and
inner zones can be substantial. Also, the transfer rate for long
sequential reads is lesser than the maximum throughput due to
track and cylinder skews. During the course of our experiments,
we learned that zoning characteristics can be slightly different
even between physical devices of the same model. The actual
mappings on disks differ depending on the location of errors on
magnetic surfaces detected during the low-level format. Hence,
a device manager should extract precise zoning information, and
it should periodically validate the logical-to-physical mappings
in order to guarantee peak disk performance.1

Our tool also measures head switch and cylinder switch
times. Table II lists estimated maximum values for head switch
time and cylinder switch time (in microseconds).
Finally, we collect information on disk latency, including
seek time and rotational delay. Interested readers may refer to
[17] which presents a more extensive study of disk profiling.
The parameters collected by the disk profiler can assist data
placement and IO scheduling, which we discuss next.

III. D EVICE MANAGEMENT

With precise disk information extracted from the disk, data
can be placed more intelligently, and IO can be scheduled more
efficiently for improving disk throughput. In this section, we de-
scribe how IMP takes advantage of an accurate disk profile to
perform fine-grained device management for improving system
performance. The design of IMP consists of three complimen-
tary device management strategies:high-level data organiza-
tion, low-level disk placement, andIO scheduling. These com-

1If a sector becomes bad and its data is relocated to a spare sector, a logically
sequential file is no longer physically contiguous on the disk. The device man-
ager may not be able to relocate the entire file to make it contiguous, but it can
be aware of the changed conditions and reserve more time for performing IO.
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ponents of IMP work together to improve disk throughput by
minimizing both intra-stream and inter-stream seek delay, and
by improving the effective data transfer rate.

In this section, we describe each component of IMP in de-
tail. First, we describe theadaptive tree scheme, a high-level
data organization scheme for reducing intra-stream disk latency
and supporting interactive operations efficiently. This organi-
zation scheme forms the basis of our low-level disk placement
policy. Next, we presentzoning placementandcylinder place-
ment, which are two complimentary low-level disk placement
strategies for placing stream data on disk. These schemes im-
prove effective data transfer rate and reduce the inter-stream
disk latency. Finally, we presentstep-sweep, an IO scheduling
policy, which takes advantage of the above two components and
improves the overall disk throughput.

A. High-Level Data Organization

Without loss of generality, we can assume that an MPEG
stream2 consists of frame-sequences; each sequence has
frames on average, led by an I frame and followed by a number
of P and B frames.

To support a -times speed-up fast-scan, the system displays
one out of every frames. Allowing to be any positive in-
teger, however, can result in the system requiring high IO and
network bandwidth, as well as incurring significant memory and
CPU overhead. This is because a frame that is to be displayed
(e.g., a B frame) may depend on other frames that are to be
skipped (e.g., an I and a P frame). The client/server dual system
ends up having to read, stage (in main memory), and transmit to
a client many more frames than the client displays causing poor
IO resolution. (IO resolutionis the ratio of the useful data read
to the total data read from the hard disk.) We intend to remedy
this poor IO resolution problem with a high-level data organi-
zation scheme, theadaptive treescheme.

To avoid processing the frames that are to be skipped, we
do not include any B frames in a fast-scan, and the playback
system displays a P frame only if the corresponding I frame is
also included in the fast-scan. This restriction will not allow a
user to request a fast-scan of any speed-up. Since VCR or DVD
players support only three to five fast-scan speeds, we support
only a few selected speeds of fast-scans.

We now describe the adaptive tree data organization scheme
in detail. In the adaptive tree approach for high-level MPEG data
organization, we use a basic truncated binary tree structure to
store MPEG frames. To provide good IO resolution for all play-
back speeds, we organize MPEG frames in a truncated binary
tree structure, as shown in Fig. 2. The levels (Li) of the adaptive
tree can be described as follows.

• Level 1 (the leaf level). The original MPEG stream.
• Level 2. All I and P frames stored in their playback se-

quence.
• Level 3 to . Containing only sampled I-frames.is

the number of sub-streams containing only I-frames. The
higher the level, the lower the sampling rate.

2The Advanced Television System Committee (ATSC) has adopted MPEG2
as the encoding standard of DTV and HDTV.

Each level of the tree forms a substream of the original video
stream and is stored as a sequential file on the disk. The place-
ment of the different tree levels on the disk will be addressed
in the low-level placement (Section III-B). To service a request,
only one level of the tree is read from the disk with good IO res-
olution.

Let denote the set of frames that belong to thelevel.
An example of a five-level organization is

When a nine-times fast-scan is requested, we can read in
to achieve perfect resolution. (We assume that an I-frame leads
a nine-frame sequence.) When a 54-times fast-scan is requested,
we read in to achieve perfect IO resolution.

This adaptive tree approach trades storage space for IO effi-
ciency. The precise tradeoff can be controlled by fine-tuning the
following two parameters.

• Height . The height parameter describes the number of
levels (or files) in which the data is organized. Height is
a static parameter and it controls the number of fast-scan
streams supported. It can be expressed as .

• Density . Density is a tunable system parameter whose
value can range from zero to one. A smallervalue elim-
inates some tree levels and decreases the tree density. For
example, at , only one out of every three levels of
the tree (from the leaf level up) are retained. The higher
the density, the higher the IO resolution (favorable) and
storage cost (not favorable).

Another factor that affects the disk bandwidth requirement of
a fast-scan request is the playback frame rate. A typical DVD
player plays a fast-scan stream at 3 to 8 fps (frames per second),
instead of 24 to 30 fps, the regular playback speed. A fast-scan
stream needs to be displayed at a lower rate so that the viewer
can comprehend the content and react in time. Due to its high
IO resolution and lesser frame rate, a fast-scan stream under the
adaptive tree scheme typically requires lesser disk bandwidth
than that of a regular playback stream.

B. Low-Level Disk Placement

Now, we describe how we physically place each streamon
disk. Here, our goals are to maximize the effective data transfer
rate and minimize disk latency. Our low-level data placement
scheme achieves these goals by employing two independent so-
lutions. We utilizezoninginformation to performzoning place-
mentto achieve higher transfer rates, and we performcylinder
placementin order to minimize disk latency.

1) Zoning Placement:In the previous section, we described
the adaptive tree scheme for MPEG data organization, which
splits a stream into high and low bandwidth sub-streams. Higher
bandwidth streams require higher data transfer rates to reduce
overall data transfer time. From our experiments in disk feature
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extraction in Section II, we realize that inter-zone bandwidth
variations can be as great as 50% (see Table II). Zoning place-
ment performs bit-rate matching of streams to zones.

In order to map streams to disk zones, we first create a set
of logical disk zones, , from the physical zones of the disk.
Let these logical zones be numbered from 1to , from the
outermost zone to the innermost. We map the physical zones of
the disk to one of the logical zones, where the

and are the density and height parameters of the adaptive
tree. Each sub-stream is mapped to one of these logical zones in
which it is stored.

First, we assume that all streams (and sub-streams) have
equal popularity to be accessed. (We will relax this assumption
shortly.) Using adaptive tree levels, we divide each video
stream into sub-streams of differing bit-rates as described
earlier. We group the similar bit-rate sub-streams from different
video streams and place them in the same stream groupto
obtain such stream groups. Then the objective
function to place each stream groupin a unique logical zone

, can be written as

(1)

where denotes the common display rate of all substreams
grouped in set , and denotes the transfer rate of zone
in which the sub-stream group is placed. However, since all
streams do not enjoy the same popularity at all times,is this the
best objective function for optimal placement?

If we can predict the future with high accuracy, we can pos-
sibly rewrite the objective function as

(2)

where denotes the access probability of thesubstream
set. Unfortunately, predicting is difficult. For instance, a
sports highlight enjoys only a burst of interest.

However, if we look at the problem from a different perspec-
tive, zoning placement can provide a bound for the worst-case
IO cycle time. A lower worst-case bound is useful because it
conserves memory space for staging the streams.

[Lemma 3.1] (Zoning Placement):Using in objec-
tive function (1) to place streams achieves the lowest worst-case
bound for the total IO time for servicing any requests.

The formal proof appears in [17]. Here, we illustrate the idea
using an example.

[Example 3.2] (Zoning Placement):Suppose an MPEG file
is organized into three sub-streams, and their bit-rates are

• (regular speed stream): 6 Mbps;
• (ten times fast-scan stream): 4 Mbps;
• (30 times fast-scan stream): 3 Mbps.

Suppose a disk has three zones (, , and ), and their
transfer rates are 150, 100, and 75 Mbps, respectively. Suppose
each zone can store only one stream, and the system services
three requests in one IO cycle. Placingin , in , and

in gives the system the lowest worst-case data transfer
time. To sustain one second of playback for each stream, the
total worst-case data transfer time is ms. It
is easy to see that if we place in either or , the total
worst-case data transfer time increases.

Although we introduce zoning in the context of storing
MPEG video data, we can see that the above principles can be
applied to general purpose multimedia file servers that support
multiple data types such as images, audio, and video as well
as traditional non realtime data. For instance, a text file can
be stored in a low bandwidth disk zone, a 256 Kbpsmp3 file
can be stored in a medium bandwidth zone, and a 19.2 Mbps
HDTV stream can be stored in the high bandwidth zone to
maximize disk throughput.

2) Cylinder Placement:IMP is characterized by broad-
cast streams which need to be stored on disk andinterac-
tive user streams. Careful stream placement on disk tracks can
minimize seek and rotational overheads. Using zoning place-
ment, we combine similar bit-rate streams in the same logical
zone. Cylinder placement describes how to place data for dif-
ferent streams which share a zone.

In the IMP system, write streams are deterministic in terms of
start time, duration, and average data-rate. Read streams depend
on user interactions and are inherently nondeterministic and un-
predictable. The key idea of thecylinder placementstrategy is
to exploit the deterministic nature of write streams and use a
best-effort approach for reads. For each stream, we allocate a
group of adjacent cylinders of sizeon the disk. Each consecu-
tive write stream is allocated the nextcylinders on disk adja-
cent to the allocated cylinders for the previous stream. When
any write stream uses up its allocatedcylinders, a new set of

free cylinders within the same zone and adjacent to the
previous cylinder set is allocated. The write streams are stored
in the newly allocated cylinders starting from the next IO cycle.
Cylinder placement maintains the same relative cylinder dis-
tance between the stream pairs so that the scheduling order can
be preserved across IO cycles. This minimizesIO variability.
Minimizing IO variability is crucial for minimizing memory re-
quirements [1]. Cylinder placement might lead to some frag-
mentation of disk space. However, we observe that for high
bandwidth applications, the disk is bandwidth-bound rather than
storage-bound. Hence, some storage can be sacrificed for the
sake of improving disk throughput. Placing write streams in ad-
jacent cylinder groups has the following advantages.

1) The seek overhead for switching from one write stream to
the next write stream requires the disk to seekcylinders,
typically a number less than 50. From our experiments
in calculating disk seek time, we note that this overhead
is almost equal to the minimum seek time for a single
cylinder.

2) The strategy of reserving cylinder groups for individual
streams greatly reduces the probability that a single read
operation may be nonsequential.

C. IO Scheduling

For a system to perform optimally under a given disk place-
ment scheme, a closely coupled scheduling algorithm should be
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in place. Our IO scheduling algorithm,step-sweep, is designed
to work with the other two components of IMP.

Given a constant amount of memory and disk bandwidth, step-
sweep is designed to 1)maximize throughputand 2)minimize re-
sponsetime.Thestep-sweepalgorithmoperatesasshowninFig.3.
Thedisk-armservices IOrequestszonebyzone,starting fromthe
outermost zone. In each zone, it first services the write requests
by sweeping in the direction toward the center of the disk. Read
requests in the zone are then scheduled in a predetermined order
whichdoesnotvaryfromoneIOcycle tothenext.Thelargestseek
overhead in the case of read requests is restricted to the size (in
tracks) of a single zone. The disk arm then moves to the adjacent
inner zone and repeats this sequence. When the disk arm has ser-
viced all the requests in the innermost zone, it gets repositioned
to the outermost zone of the disk. This completes one cycle of IO
requests. This cycle is repeated over and over again. A formal al-
gorithm for the step-sweep scheduling policy is given as follows.

Procedure : Step-sweep
• Variables :
: Logical zone variable

: Set of logical disk zones
• Execution :

1. Initialize
2. Service write requests in zone

by sweeping in the direction toward the
center of the disk.
3. Service read requests in zone .

These read requests are serviced in a
predetermined order to reduce IO vari-
ability.
4. Set
5. Go to step 2

The design of step-sweep is based on the following consider-
ations. First, we know that the write streams are deterministic in
nature. The system has control on where it can place the write
streams on disk. UsingCylinder Placement, the seek overheads
for write streams can be minimized without suffering from
IO variability at the expense of some fragmentation of disk
space. Thus, step-sweep scheduleswritestreamsoptimally. Read
streams,ontheotherhand,areunpredictable.Usingsimplesweep
scheduling for read streams might result in large IO variability.
Using step-sweep, the service order for read streams in a zone is
predetermined to minimize IO variability [1], [11]. Step-sweep
achieves its design objectives in the following manner.

1) Tomaximize throughput,weneedtominimize the IOcycle
time as well as the memory use per stream. We defineIO
cycle timeas the time required to complete a single round
of IO for each stream serviced by the system. Reducing
IO cycle time allows the system to service more users in
a given period of time. Step-sweep reduces IO cycle time
by minimizing seek overhead. When seek overhead is re-
duced, the system needs to prefetch less data to fulfill the
realtimeplayback requirement foreachstream,and this re-
duces data transfer time. Step-sweep minimizes memory
use per stream by minimizing IO variability.

Fig. 3. Step-sweep IO scheduling.

2) To minimize response time, we use a reservation timeslot,
, within each IO cycle time . We use this reserva-

tion slot to schedule “unexpected” new requests with min-
imum delay. These unexpected requests might also in-
clude requests for non-realtime data. Each new request
can be serviced as soon as the current nonpreemptible IO
operation is finished. Thus, the reservation time slot
can be used up in small chunks throughout the IO time
cycle.

IV. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

In this section, we present results obtained from our quanti-
tative analysis. Our quantitative model is developed assuming
cylinder placement and step-sweep IO scheduling.

Let the IO cycle time be denoted by. This is the time re-
quired to complete a single round of IO for each stream serviced
by the system. This IO cycle is repeated over and over again in
the system. Let the disk support broadcast channels, which
perform simultaneous writes, and timeshift streams, which
perform reads. Suppose a fractionof the timeshift streams are
fast-scans and the ratio of write to read requests is. Let be
the maximum throughput of the disk. Also, let denote the
worst case reservation slot time

If is the total time required to service all requests in zone
, and is the reservation time slot, we can express, the cycle

time, as

(3)

where is the number of logical zones used. In each
zone, the scheduler first schedules the write requests, then the
read requests. The disk arm is then moved to the beginning of the
next zone by seeking to it. If the worst-case zone seek requires

time, then

(4)

Now, we proceed to quantify the write and read times in each
logical zone. In each logical zone, , the disk performs
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write requests. Thus, the time required to complete write oper-
ations in zone is

(5)

where is the average seek distance for write operations and
is the average transfer rate of logical zone.

for writing regular playback streams and for
fast-scan streams. The total read time in the entire cycle is given
by

(6)
Substituting (4), (5), and (6) in (3), we can obtain a closed form
solution for cycle time .

To fulfill realtime data requirements, each stream, read or
write, allocates two buffers. The size of one buffer must be large
enough to sustain the playback before another buffer is replen-
ished. The memory requirement for a fast-scan stream is given
by whereas that for write streams and regular-speed
read streams is given by . The total memory usage
cannot exceed the available memory. We can thus quantify
the memory requirement as

(7)

Given , , , , , , , and the write–read re-
quest ratio, , we can use (3) and (7) to estimate the throughput
of the disk.

V. SYSTEM EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the IMP
system. First, we define the performance metric. Given a
system with fixed resources, we would like to maximize the
number of video streams that can be supported simultaneously.
Hence we measure the system performance in terms of the
number of streams supported by the disk. We refer to this
performance metric asdisk throughput. We performed the
following experiments to evaluate the disk throughput.

System Configuration Evaluation. We performed a case
study on three sample configurations of theadaptive treedata
organization scheme (Section III). We studied the effect of the
following three system parameters on the throughput:

• available system memory ;
• write–read ratio ;
• fraction of interactive streams .

Keeping two of the above parameters fixed, we examined the
effect of changing the third.

Data Management Strategy Evaluation. We examined
the individual as well cumulative effect of the following
fine-grained device management strategies on the throughput

:

• zoning placement;
• cylinder placement;
• step-sweep IO scheduling.

For experimental evaluation of the IMP system, we used disk
trace support provided by our Scsibench tool (see Section II).
Scsibench supports the execution of disk traces using primitive
disk commands likeseek, write, andread. It also provides for
accurate timing measurement. Using Scsibench, we performed
trace executions on the Seagate ST39102LW disk presented in
Table II. In some cases, where trace executions were not pos-
sible, we evaluate the system using analytical estimation.

A. System Configuration Evaluation

In this section, we report a case study of three sample con-
figurations of theadaptive treedata-organization scheme (Sec-
tion III), each of which is designed to optimize on a subset of
the design parameters so as to perform optimally for a specific
class of target applications, introduced in Section I.

1) Truncated Binary Tree or TBT . This is the normal
configuration in which all levels of the truncated binary
tree are stored. The advantage of this scheme is that we
have prepared streams for supporting each fast-scan speed
and hence can achieve 100% IO resolution and minimum
disk latency at the same time. However, due to replication
of data, storage cost increases. Alocal-area interactive
servicesupporting a large number of clients could use this
configuration.

2) Partial TBT or PTBT . In the PTBT configura-
tion, the tree is partially dense. With , we store
only alternate levels of the tree. Thus, in this configu-
ration, there are prepared streams only for some of the
fast-scan speeds. A fast-scan stream that is not directly
accessible is created by selectively sampling the frames
in another fast-scan stream, which serves a lower speed.
Such streams suffer from a degraded IO resolution. The
number of files to be written into (i.e., the number of seeks
by the disk-arm) for each stream is . This scheme
serves as a middle-ground between the SEQ and TBT
configurations and could be used by@HOME type ap-
plications.

3) Sequential or SEQ . In the sequential con-
figuration, only one out of levels is stored to obtain
a tree with density . The sequential configuration
stores only Level 1 of the tree. Higher levels of the tree
are simply not stored. The goal of this scheme is to re-
duce seek overhead for writes, thus conserving memory
use in write-intensive applications. However, this scheme
suffers from very poor IO resolution for fast-scans. This
scheme would be practical for avideo surveillancetype
application.

Thus, each scheme aims to optimize a different subset of the
design parameters. In Tables III and IV, we summarize each con-
figuration’s pros (with positive signs) and cons (with negative
signs). IOR represents the IO resolution.

1) Available System Memory:In this section, we compare
the memory requirement for each of the three sample configu-
rations of the adaptive tree data-organization scheme using disk
traces. These disk traces were generated so as to mimic the IO
load of a media server. The trace executions were performed
using the data management strategies of the IMP system.
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TABLE III
SCHEME SUMMARY FOR READ OPERATIONS

TABLE IV
SCHEME SUMMARY FOR WRITE OPERATIONS

Assuming a given amount of main memory, first we calcu-
lated the maximum IO cycle time expendable to support
users. Next, we obtained the actual IO cycle time from disk runs.
If the disk runs were shorter than the analytically computed IO
time cycle, we could conclude that the disk can supportusers.
If not, we would repeat the above experiment with users.
We continued this iterative process till we obtain a feasible,
so that all the user streams are hiccup-free. We repeat the same
experiment by assuming different memory sizes. For the fol-
lowing traces conducted using the Scsibench tool, we assumed
that the fraction of user requests that are for fast-scan streams is
0.2. We assumed that the peak data consumption and input rates
are 6.4 Mbps (the Standard DTV broadcast rate). Further, we as-
sumed that the frame-rate for fast-scans was 5 fps (please refer
to Section III for why we chose a lower frame-rate for fast-scan
streams). We will use the same numbers for all subsequent ex-
periments unless others are specified explicitly.

Fig. 4(a)–(c) presents the disk throughput for the SEQ, PTBT,
and TBT configurations, respectively, against varying memory
size and for different values of the write–read ratio (

, 0.5,1,2,4). We note that for the SEQ scheme, we need
as little as 32 MBytes of memory in order to maximize disk
throughput. For the PTBT and TBT schemes the corresponding
numbers are 128 MBytes and 64 MBytes respectively. Looking
at these figures from a different perspective, a mere 32 MBytes
of main memory is sufficient to drive the disk throughput to al-
most 90% of the maximum achievable value. This is the case
because for such an amount of memory, the system can buffer
enough data so that all disk accesses are in large chunks. When
the disk is accessed in large chunks, disk latency is much less in
comparison to the time spent in data transfer. At this point, the
bottleneck is the raw data transfer rate of the hard drive, which
can support only a fixed maximum number of high bandwidth
streams.

2) Write–Read Ratio:In this section, find out the variation
in disk throughput under different write–read ratios using disk
traces. We also compare the IMP system against the traditional
Unix-like file-system that tries to store file data sequentially on
disk and present the improvement in performance. Also, we
present analytical results for wider ranges of the write–read
ratio.

Fig. 5(a) compares the relative performance of the IMP
system in each of the sample configurations: SEQ, PTBT, and

TBT. Since the SEQ scheme is optimized for a large number of
writes, it achieves a high throughput for write-intensive loads.
PTBT performs optimally in midranges and TBT performs
well for read-intensive loads. For different values of, different
configurations achieve the highest throughput, thus defining a
distinct ideal region.

Next, we compare performance improvement of the IMP
system over the traditional approach to storing and retrieving
data. A traditional operating system like Unix is optimized for
sequential access. However, for an interactive video application,
access to data is not always sequential. For instance, a fast-scan
stream needs to access only key frames from the entire file. In
addition to providing interactive capability, the IMP system
provides “fine-grained” device management strategies for
adapting to changing request workload. Fig. 5(b) shows that for
different workload configurations, IMP either outperforms or
equals the performance of a traditional file-system. Throughput
gains can be as much as 100% using IMP.

Since trace driven executions restrict the available parameter
space for the write–read ratio, we perform further evaluation
of the three sample configurations by analytical estimation. We
use parameters for the Seagate ST39102LW disk, presented in
Table II, and seek-curves obtained using our disk profiler, to per-
form our analysis. In Fig. 6, the-axis represents the write–read
ratio, and the -axis shows the disk throughput achievable by the
configurations. We can see clearly that for different values of
, different configurations achieve the highest throughput, thus

defining a distinctideal region. This means that the density of
the adaptive tree has to be configured dynamically for optimal
performance.

B. Data Management Strategy Evaluation

In this section, we perform an evaluation of our three
fine-grained data management strategies:zoning placement,
cylinder placement, and step-sweep IO scheduling. We com-
pare the IMP system to a traditional Unix-like file-system that
usessweepscheduling. Most modern operating systems use
sweep algorithm for disk IO scheduling, in which the disk arm
moves from the outermost cylinder to the innermost, servicing
requests along the way. Then, we add our device management
strategies, one at a time, to examine the marginal improvement
in throughput due to each strategy. Finally, we present the
cumulative effect of these disk management strategies, in
increasing the throughput of the system.

In order to make a fair comparison, we give the traditional
system the benefit of using the adaptive tree data organization
scheme to achieve good IO resolution. In addition, for each
of the following evaluations, we assume that the system is dy-
namically tuned to the “ideal” adaptive tree configuration under
changing write–read ratios. In essence we try to capture the ef-
fect of fine-grained device management of the IMP system in the
form of zoning placement, cylinder placement, andstep-sweep
IO scheduling on throughput improvement.

1) Zoning Placement:Fig. 7(a) compares the throughput of
the baseline sweep with sweep using zoning placement. Zoning
placement improves throughput for read-intensive loads by
as much as 65%. For write-intensive loads, our adaptive tree
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Fig. 4. Disk throughput for adaptive tree configurations.

Fig. 5. Throughput comparison. (a) Different configurations of the adaptive tree scheme. (b) Improvement over traditional sequential placement ofdata.

Fig. 6. Throughput for the three sample configurations.

scheme adopts the ideal sequential (SEQ) configuration and
hence zoning has no effect.

2) Cylinder Placement:Fig. 7(b) compares the throughput
of the baseline sweep with and without cylinder placement.
Cylinder placement improves write performance by reducing

the seek overhead for write operations. It increases the
throughput by about 10% for write-intensive loads.

3) Step-Sweep IO Scheduling:Next, we examine the mar-
ginal effect of step-sweep algorithm in comparison with tradi-
tional sweep. Step-sweep increases throughput by decreasing
memoryuse. It reducesmemoryusebyminimizing IOvariability
and seek overhead. Fig. 7(c) shows that without step-sweep
scheduling, there is a 5 to 10% degradation in throughput.

4) Cumulative Effect:Finally, Fig. 7(d) shows the cumula-
tive effect of our fine-grained device management strategies.
The IMP system offers a performance gain of as much as 75%
over traditional systems. This highlights the importance of
performing fine-grained storage management using the IMP
system.

As regards response time, a detailed evaluation is beyond the
scope of this paper and will be left to future work. However, it
is clear that in case of step-sweep, which serves new requests
immediately in a reservation timeslot, the worst-case response
time is bounded by the time required to complete the current
nonpreemptible IO. This time is typically in the order of tens
of milliseconds. Traditional IO schedulers like sweep as well
as GSS [11], have worst-case response times of the order of
minutes under heavy load, and at least of the order of seconds
under average load conditions.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7. Throughput improvement due to device management strategies.

C. Observations

We conclude our evaluation section by making the following
key observations.

• High-level data organization in the form of the adaptive
tree scheme is crucial to maintain disk throughput. The
effect of the system configuration on the performance of
the IMP system is summarized as follows:

1) Increasing the system memory beyond a certain
threshold does not significantly increase system
throughput. At this point, the disk throughput
becomes the bottleneck. Beyond this threshold, the
disk throughput can only be increased by increasing
IO efficiency using the adaptive tree scheme for
data organization.

2) Using the adaptive tree MPEG data organiza-
tion scheme, the IMP system can optimize for
read-intensive as well as write-intensive loads. The
achieved throughput is as much as 100% better than
that of a traditional file-system for a large range of
write–read ratios.

3) Each sample configuration [SEQ, PTBT, and TBT],
of the adaptive tree scheme operates efficiently for

a unique sub-configuration defined by the values of
write–read ratio and interactive stream fraction

.

• We evaluated the performance gain due to our data man-
agement strategies:zoning placement, cylinder placement,
andstep-sweep IO scheduling. In summary

1) zoning placement matches stream bit-rates to
disk zone transfer rates so as to maximize data
throughput of the disk for serving continuous
media streams. It improves throughput by as much
as 65%;

2) cylinder placement improves write performance by
reducing the seek overhead for write IO’s. It in-
creases the throughput by about 10% for write-in-
tensive loads;

3) step-sweep increases throughput by decreasing
memory use. Throughput gains range from 5 to
10%.

The cumulative effect of the above strategies makes it pos-
sible for the IMP system to offer performance gains of as
much as 75% over traditional systems.
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VI. RELATED WORK

Video broadcasting and multicasting have been used in some
cable-based or satellite-based movie-on-demand channels, in
which requests for a movie arriving within a period of time
are “grouped” (i.e., batched) together and served with a single
stream [4], [18], [19]. Schemes have been proposed to support
viewing interactivity in a broadcast (or multicast) environment
[5], [20], [21]. However, these schemes often double the band-
width requirement for clients or require a considerable amount
of client buffering. In this paper, we propose a client/server dual
architecture that manages media data for enabling interactivity
between broadcasters/multicasters and clients.

Several schemes have been proposed for supporting
fast-scans. These can be classified into three approaches.

1) Increase playback rate. This approach increases the play-
back frame rate for supporting a fast-scan operation. But,
this method is impractical, since no TV can display more
than 30 fps. Second, the IO bandwidth, memory use, and
CPU overhead can be exceedingly high.

2) Use separate fast-scan streams[9], [10], [22], [23]. This
approach cannot be used in the broadcast (or multicast)
scenario because a program is broadcast at a single rate.
We can add a unicast channel to deliver fast-scan data,
but this provision would require additional network band-
width.

3) Skip frames in the regular stream[24]. The frame-skip-
ping approach, if not designed carefully, can cause low
IO-resolution and consequently low system throughput.
However, if we break a sequential IO into small IO’s to
read every frame, we can end up with worse, rather
than better, IO performance. We believe that skipping
frames is nevertheless the right approach for supporting
fast-scans under our dual client/server setting. In this
study, we have proposed methods to improve IO reso-
lution and to reduce IO overhead in order to implement
this approach efficiently.

Data placement and IO scheduling for improving disk
throughput have been studied extensively in the context of
multimedia file systems [1], [8]–[11], [23]. Most work has been
done on read-only systems like VoD, and have not explored
simultaneous storage and retrieval of video streams. Even in
read-only systems, low-level device optimizations have not
been explored. Our work offers a low-level optimized solution
to simultaneous storage and retrieval of continuous media.
Low-level data placement and IO scheduling strategies can also
improve the performance of read-only systems like multimedia
data servers. We differentiate our approach from previous
efforts in two respects.

1) Fine-graineddevice management: We collect detailed
disk parameters directly from a disk to make more
effective realtime device management decisions.

2) Integrateddevice management: We provide an integrated
strategy, from disk feature extraction, data organization,
and data placement, to IO scheduling. We show that trade-
offs often exist between design parameters, and we pro-
pose methods to find optimal tradeoffs under different
workload scenarios.

Disk profiling has been pioneered by [14]. However, at the
time this paper was written, the profiling tool in [14] was not
publicly available. The profiling tool that we built is open source
[12] and can be easily modified to suit user requirements.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed a novel client/server dual ar-
chitecture and design of IMP, an interactive media proxy that
can enable a noninteractive broadcast stream to become an inter-
active one. Such an architecture is both cost-effective and more
practical than the traditional server-based model.

We studied the design parameters of the IMP system and
analyzed the tradeoffs between them. To maximize system
throughput, we have proposed and evaluated fine-grained
device management strategies. After extensive analysis of and
experimentation with the IMP system, we conclude our study
as follows. High-level data organization in the form of an
adaptive treestructure is crucial to maintain high throughput
under changing load distribution. The data placement strategies
of zoningand cylinder placementemployed in IMP improve
the throughput of the system significantly.Step-sweepIO
scheduling further improves the throughput by minimizing
seek overhead and IO variability. IMP offers an overall per-
formance gain of as much as 75% over traditional systems,
thus demonstrating the importance of performing fine-grained
device management for interactive media services.
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